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ABSTRAK
Indonesia telah lama dikenal sebagai ‘bumi bagi toleransi beragama’. Namun, konflik
antaragama telah menjadi salah satu isu sentral dan tema utama di level akademik.
Artikel ini mencoba untuk memikirkan kembali wacana ini dengan mengkritik dan
mengklarifikasi asumsi yang telah lama diterima bahwa agama menjadi salah satu
sumber utama konflik antar-agama di Indonesia. Penelitian ini menggunakan tinjauan
kualitatif kritis sebagai metode yang dipilih dalam menjangkau data dan informasi dari
studi dan laporan sebelumnya. Hasil penelitian ini mencakup beberapa elemen utama
seperti penyebab konflik antar agama, asumsi atas konflik agama, implikasi konflik
agama terhadap masa depan masyarakat multikultural di Indonesia, dan prediksi
singkat konflik antaragama di Indonesia. Artikel ini ini menyimpulkan bahwa Indonesia
menyediakan berbagai konteks dan aspek unik dalam memahami secara komprehensif
masalah konflik antar agama.
Kata kunci: Indonesia, agama, konflik, konflik antaragama, politik
ABSTRACT
While Indonesia is known as a land of religious tolerance, interreligious conflicts have
been a central issue in the academe. This study attempts to rethink the discourse on this
issue by criticizing and elucidating the long-accepted assumption that religion is one
of the main sources of interreligious tensions in Indonesia. This study chose a critical
qualitative review to extract data and information from previous studies and reports
regarding this issue. The results of this study cover such main elements as causes of
interreligious conflicts, assumptions on religious conflicts, implications of religious
conflicts on the future of Indonesian multicultural society, and a short-term outlook
of interreligious conflicts in the country. This article concludes that Indonesia provides
many unique contexts and aspects in comprehensively understanding interreligious
tensions.
Keywords: Indonesia, religion, conflict, interreligious conflict, politics
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I N T RODUC T ION

Located in Southeast Asia, Indonesia has been known as a land of religious diversity (Fitrani, Hofman, and Kaiser 2005). Generally, religious
life in Indonesia has two different sides. On the one hand, it positively
implies a prospective direction for the Indonesian society in constructing such an inclusive sociopolitical landscape (Bouma, Ling, and Pratt
2001). On the other hand, Indonesia has experienced a severe social
blight through a series of (ethno) religious conflicts around the country,
specifically in the post-Suharto political era. Therefore, interreligious
tension in Indonesia has been a central issue and theme among the
country’s academic proponents (Barron, Jaffrey, and Varshney 2016).
It has been widely understood that interreligious conflicts in Indonesia are caused by small problems, such as regional, economic, and
political boundaries and the lack of awareness among religious groups
in maintaining a peaceful coexistence (Wanandi 2002). Unfortunately,
the main culprit is often religion, which is closely connected with the
abovementioned issues. Insignificant problems can even involve religion, which could result in widespread violence and conflict in any
social level, from urban to suburban areas.
Interreligious tensions in Indonesia are particularly prevalent in
Christianity and Islam—some of which occur with other religions
(Smith 2015). These conflicts often claim no shortage of victims and
cause harm both materially and spiritually. This is ironic, considering
Indonesia’s strong philosophical foundation and its sociocultural slogan
“Unity in diversity, diversity in unity,” which means while people live in
different backgrounds, such as ethnicity and religion, they still share a
life as a family called Indonesia (Bazzi, Gaduh, Rothenberg, and Wong
2017). Conflicts, especially interreligious conflicts, challenge Indonesia
to build and enhance an inclusive and equal society.
This article aimed to reorganize the discourse on interreligious tension in Indonesia based on some conceptual insights in an attempt to
determine the exact role and position of religion in the religious or
interreligious conflict in the country. This study also intends to contribute significant insights into interreligious tension at the academic
https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/politik/vol5/iss2/8
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level. These would be based on efforts to integrate information from
the Indonesian national level into a global overview of the issue through
in-depth analysis (Massoudi 2010). This article also attempts to provide
a critique of long-standing assumptions, points of view, and conclusions,
stating that religion has explicitly become a main source of interreligious and many other conflicts in Indonesia and worldwide (Falola
2001).
This article is divided into several sections. The introduction provides a brief background of this study. The methods section briefly
discusses the study’s chosen approach. The Conceptual Review section
explains three conceptual positions. The findings provide an in-depth
analysis of existing assumptions on interreligious conflict in Indonesia,
factors affecting such conflict, and the implications of interreligious tension on the future of multicultural management in a plural Indonesian
society. The discussion section will deal with some important findings
and specifically explain certain predictions related to interreligious conflict in Indonesia.
M ET HODS

This study mainly focuses on a critical review of religion and conflict in
the Indonesian context. To analyze scientific work, the method chosen
was a critical qualitative review. Specifically, a document review was
selected as the main tool to achieve the main target of collecting critical
information to complete this study. This study’s primary technique in
collecting and managing data consists of reanalyzing studies conducted
by other reviewers and academics (Mayer and Neil 2016). The author
considered this specific method for flexibility and openness, as their
aim was to restudy the academic and scientific positions regarding interreligious tension in Indonesia.
By conducting a document review, this study attempts to trace the
map of religion’s position in the discourse on conflict (Uwazie, Albert,
and Uzoigwe 1999). Information from a variety of studies, both from
the fields of history and politics, will help the author produce a comprehensive study of how religion is situated in discussions about conflict
Published by UI Scholars Hub, 2020
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in Indonesia. This method was also considered for its ability to explain
how intentions and past events are related as a result of their meaning
and value. This qualitative analysis is said to combine deductive and
inductive approaches by rereading studies on religion and conflict in
Indonesia in light of a developing theoretical position related to this
issue (Robinson 2016).
CONCEP T UA L R E V I E W

The last decade has seen the involvement of many academics in the
study of a critical issue related to religion (Malik 2011). One of the most
complex and crucial themes that scholars have constantly explored,
analyzed, and elaborated, especially in the context of their relation
with local and international politics, is the role of religion in the escalation of global tensions. Behind this idea is the view that religion
intersects strongly and significantly with ongoing conflicts worldwide
(Rieger 2017). There is some consensus among the experts regarding
the relation between religion and conflict.
Therefore, it is also notable that academic and scientific discourses
have focused on the relation between religion and conflict to offer
many theoretical and contextual perspectives and positions (Nederman 2008). These perspectives contribute to a more comprehensive
understanding of the association between religion and conflict. Thus,
this study presents three conceptual positions involving religion and
conflict.
In the first position, several social scientists of this issue have expressed academic and scientific positions supporting the view that religion is a source of conflict and violence (Oommen 2001). This stance
mainly sees and accepts religion’s “conflicting character” and considers
religion to have a strong rationale for causing conflict and violence
(Kong and Woods 2016). Religion is said to be a major cause of conflict
and violence worldwide, ranging from everyday acts of hatred to largescale tensions among certain groups (Armstrong 2014).
This first position consists of the assumption that these problems
constitute a crystallization of what is called the “Western belief” that
https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/politik/vol5/iss2/8
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religion causes conflict and violence. In fact, this assumption is so embedded in scientific and academic consciousness that certain institutions and policies of a political community reflect this belief (Cavanaugh 2007). Such claims are often based on the premise that religion
provides an impetus to justify the violent acts of one religious group
toward another. The proponents of this view base their arguments on
a constructivist perspective for religion as a cause of violence (Hasenclever and Rittberger 2000).
Religion is also considered as the most powerful trigger for conflict
and violence among groups (Atran and Ginges 2012). When it is included in the context of group life, certain groups will be prejudiced against
those with incompatible values and therefore discriminate against them.
This phenomenon generally occurs in intrareligious tensions triggered
by differences in theological interpretation, where mainstream groups
tend to oppress minority groups. Thus, we can say that the profile of
religious violence is also determined by the extent to which theological
interpretation differs within one particular religion and the magnitude
of such difference among the members of each group (Silberman, Higgins, and Dweck 2005).
The second position specifically claims that religion is an intermediate variable (Neuberg et al. 2014) that refers to and strengthens its
nature as a force that contains the potential for conflict and conflict
behavior (such as violence). In this context, the position of religion with
respect to violence emerges ambiguously. On the one hand, religious
beliefs can be used to justify violence against certain religious groups;
on the other hand, religion can actually reduce the possibility of violence if religious beliefs inherently delegitimize it. This second position
states that the social, political, cultural, economic, and historical context will influence religion’s strongest tendency in relation to conflict
(Hunsberger and Jackson 2005).
Especially contrary to the first position, some researchers clearly
reject the validity of conceptual and academic conclusions confirming
that religion is a source of conflict and violence (Cavanaugh 2007). To
defend their position, they also propose a scientific position. They bePublished by UI Scholars Hub, 2020
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lieve that such conclusion can be considered an academic myth among
scholars in religious studies and related fields (Grim and Finke 2010).
However, the third position is more lenient in understanding the
relation between religion and violence. Here, religion is viewed as one
of the greatest sources of conflict and social violence at all levels. One
strong perspective in this third position comes from the idea of ambivalence about religion (Appleby 1999). This approach accommodates
the so-called revolutionary moments of religion in providing a more
comprehensive understanding of the violence used by its adherents
(Appleby 1998).
In the comparison between those who consider the violent nature
of some religions as only a matter of fact and those who defend the importance of religion in modern life, there is the hope of dissolving the
relation between religion and violence; hence, a reexamination of the
position of religion itself is paramount. In this position, we are asked to
substantiate the claim that acts of violence committed in the name of
religion must be motivated by other concerns.
There is a general understanding that acts of violence are not necessarily associated with the essence of religion. However, religion is still
seen in the perspective of the relation between humans and the sacred.
In this context, conflict and violence arise due to the lack of “religious”
quality. Religion is not a source of conflict and violence; on the contrary, it is the most important foundation for the development of justice
and conflict resolution (Omer, Appleby, and Little 2015).
Thus, a more dynamic understanding of religion in relation to conflict and violence is an urgent academic need, an argument on which
ethnoreligious conflict is based. The rise of religious nationalism, which
had triggered conflict in various spheres, also requires a more diverse
foundation by not merely attributing the cause and source of conflict to
religion (Fox 1999). This view also remains consistent with the concept
of ambivalence about religion.

https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/politik/vol5/iss2/8
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F I N DI NGS

Assumptions
There are two existing assumptions associated with the series of interreligious conflicts in Indonesia. One is that interreligious tensions
emerged with the fall of President Suharto (Bertrand 2004). However,
this assumption can be rejected, as interreligious conflicts also occurred
before President Suharto was removed from office. Another assumption
is that interreligious tension was a side effect of the Indonesian democratization process (Sukma 2012). There is even a further developing
notion that religious conflict and communal violence are worse in a
democracy of multiethnic societies than under strong authoritarian governments that keep this type of conflict under control (Ghoshal 2004).
Furthermore, one important theoretical question is the extent to
which a conflict is categorized or defined as religious. Several studies,
particularly in Indonesia, have tried to dissect and answer this question with all its incompleteness and dynamics (Cahill 2012). The most
important view, almost in all studies, or on a fairly general measure, as
mentioned in previous sections, is that interreligious tension has always
been considered in connection with other crucial issues (Al Qurtuby
2016). Yet, experiences of religious differences mostly trigger conflicts
in Indonesia in addition to several internal religious reasons (Stepan
2000).
Based on this fact, studies have found how religion also determines
the dynamics and acceleration of ethnic conflicts at a certain level
(Baidhawy 2007). Overall, in Indonesia, religious conflicts tend to be
more intense than nonreligious ones. It is interesting to note that ethnic
tensions and revolutionary movements tend to gradually become religious tensions, both in major and minor areas (Duncan 2014). Thus, it
is sufficient to state that while religion is more clearly involved in ethnic
wars, religious revolutionary wars are more intense.
Three important arguments have been raised with regard to the
abovementioned assumptions associated with interreligious conflict in
Indonesia. The first pertains to economic arguments, focusing on pov-
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erty, inequality, ownership rights, economic development processes,
and structural change. As stated before, this assumption is deluded. The
second refers to social arguments focusing on the role of energy and religion. The third concerns certain arguments emphasizing community
organizations, including the state versus community security and such
policy arrangements (Tadjoeddin and Chowdhury 2009).
To critically fill the gap in the discussion on assumptions relating to
religious tension, a comprehensive understanding of religious conflict
in Indonesia has been proposed as a required strategy. The concept
of “culture of conflict” has been applied as a central perspective in
dissecting interreligious conflict in Indonesia and is defined as “those
domestic, inter-state or transnational political conflicts in which the
actors involved focus on issues related to religion, language and/or history” (Croissant and Trinn 2009). Through this concept, interreligious
tension in Indonesia can be understood as a reality with more than one
face. Therefore, religious conflict cannot be understood only as a single
fact that only exists in itself, disconnected from other fundamental
issues and aspects, such as politics, economics, social justice, culture,
and local politics (Schor 2011).

Causes
Some studies have stated that conflict in Indonesia, specifically religious
conflict, traces its roots to colonial times in Indonesia. Interreligious
tension is described as a legacy of colonial history in the country (Laffan 2003) and is portrayed in the light of Indonesia’s specific formation
during Dutch colonial rule around the Indonesian archipelago (Sidel
2006). Colonial legacies influence religious continuities and shifts in
the public sphere as well as its relation to the wider context in political,
social, and cultural circumstances. Some policies of Dutch colonial rulers, for example, set the stage for many of these conflicts (Berger 2004).
Moreover, Indonesia’s government immigration policy has also influenced tensions and clashes among (social) religious groups in Indonesia.
It changed the balance of the population among different ethnic and
religious groups in many regions and islands (Deters and Nimeh 2014).
https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/politik/vol5/iss2/8
DOI: 10.7454/jp.v5i2.267
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Past transmigration policies also brought about social hatred among
ethnicities and religions. An example of local conflict in Indonesia is
the ethnoreligious violence in Kalimantan and Ambon, which occurred
between locals and immigrants (Smith 2010).
The development of disparities has also been identified as one of
the main causes of religious conflict in Indonesia. The high number of
such incidents in East Timor, Central Kalimantan, West Kalimantan,
Central Sulawesi, Papua, Maluku, and Aceh in the post-Suharto era
reflects this fact. Some studies concluded that horizontal inequality has
led to ethnoreligious violence and conflict. Inequality has destroyed a
social landscape through increased religious conflict. It can be said that
economic inequality influences the distribution of conflict in Indonesia’s social and religious life (Stewart 2016).
Another important factor affecting interreligious tension in Indonesia is the problem of locality (Kimura 2010). Locality is mainly linked
with local politics through the practice of decentralization and is accompanied by social and political fragmentation in Indonesia. Many
analyses and studies have considered the substantive view of the correlation between local problems and conflict. A potential intersection
exists between conflict and crucial issues, such as economic inequality, natural disasters, and ethnic and religious diversity at a local scale
(Lovell 1998).
Many studies argue that interreligious conflict in Indonesia has also
been shaped by the involvement of diverse actors and their political
and economic motivations. Provocateurs also encourage clashes and
conflicts among religions and religious groups in Indonesia in a more
detailed fashion (Wilson 2011). The tragic event in North Maluku is
proof of this, as certain actors provoked violators and rioters into attacks
and violence, mobilizing them toward religious conflict (Adam 2010).
In present-day Indonesia, the latest phenomenon that threatens the
interreligious space and attracts hateful speech is the massive development of digital technology and information domains, such as Facebook
and Twitter (Sublet, Spring, and Howard 2011). Hundreds of sites have
been involved in religious tension in contemporary Indonesia. The escaPublished by UI Scholars Hub, 2020
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lation of clash and conflict within society and political competition has
been determined by the strong influence of digital technology since the
beginning of Industry 4.0. Because Indonesia is one of the largest users
of digital technology, the dangerous spread of religious conflict is linked
with increased digital usage in Indonesia’s public life (Keusgen 2016).

Implications
This article also aimed to discuss the implications of interreligious tension in Indonesia’s social, political, and policy areas. It is especially
important to look at the future of the management of multiculturalism
based on interreligious conflict. This can be considered as an opportunity to reorganize the public policy platform at all levels within the
framework of preventing the recurrence of religious conflict on the one
hand and strengthening solidarity between different religious groups
on the other (Lan 2011). This situation presents both opportunities and
challenges for Indonesia in reevaluating and developing a grand plan
for developing a multicultural society. Departing from the experience
of pain and bloodshed from religious tensions, the country is urged to
build what is called a “transcultural” and “transreligious pluralist” social
platform (Woodward 2010).
The substance of multiculturalism is closely related to Indonesian
nationalism. This idea embraces Indonesia as a plural society. In the
journey of Indonesian nationalism, a crucial stage undergone by the
Indonesian people was marked by a growing sense of nationality and
equality in line with their strong resistance against colonizers, both before and after the proclamation of Indonesia’s independence. Religious
nationalism and secular nationalism have emerged along with the idea
of an independent Indonesia.
Efforts by Islamic nationalist groups to establish an Islamic state and
by secular nationalists who want to maintain a secular state based on
the Pancasila are used as benchmarks for analyzing national consciousness or feelings of nationalism. The principle of diversity embedded
in the philosophy of the Pancasila state provides a dynamic space for
the emergence and development of a multicultural Indonesian society,
https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/politik/vol5/iss2/8
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where the diversity of cultures and views of Indonesian people can be
creative, dynamic, and reversible alongside cultural values and global
ideas, such as humanity, equality, justice, and so on.
Tragically, at present, interreligious conflict in Indonesia is closely
related to the rise of religious radicalism at the national level. This issue
is specifically associated with the position of Islam in Indonesia. Radicalism has been regarded as the theological axis or the root of terrorism
and various acts of violence and conflict in Indonesia’s public sphere
(Hasan 2002). These radical actions have significantly led to an increase
in various forms of religious tension in Indonesia. Certain studies on
this issue have gone deeper into the intersection between interfaith
clash and conflict through the spread of religious belief among religious
groups (Schmid 2013). Some researchers have also concluded that radical movements with Islamic roots have been understood as a response
to such events as the expansion of Christian missionary projects.
Indonesia has dealt not only with domestic radical movements but
also with the threat of transnational religious political organizations.
This trend has been strong in the past decade. The growing radical
movement in Indonesia is also inseparable from the advancement of
transnational movements that are even specifically associated with the
emergence of the discussion on “the clash of civilizations”, which has
been used as a kind of framework for interreligious conflicts. At this
point, religious tensions, both at the national and global levels, have
also long been understood as the most direct implications of what is
widely accepted as the clash of civilizations. Indonesian Muslims have
also responded to globalization through various types of Islamic movements (van Bruinessen 2015).
Interreligious conflicts, as part of Indonesian history, confront significant questions about the future of this nation, which is already known
as a multicultural society. Behind the beauty of a diverse, heterogeneous
society, we must realize the occasional emergence of a great danger. It
is common knowledge that differences can trigger conflict. Something
that looks trivial can be significant if both parties hold grudges and real-
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ize that they are different. Conflicts among communities are not only a
mere potentiality in Indonesia; they have also become quite troubling.
In rethinking the management of multiculturalism in Indonesia,
the current and most critical problem is related to the fact that people
involved in conflicts immediately point to religion as their main identity marker. While religion itself is not the only cause of tension, the
manifestation of identity politics is mostly linked with people’s religious
affiliation, as religion functions as the main source of political and
social identities. Therefore, it seems to be the ideal vehicle through
which effective and widespread identity projects are conducted both
locally and nationally. Using a concept of identity that is flexible and
negotiable, people can adapt their identity markers according to the
situation, and religion can easily become vital to people’s involvement
in conflict (Bräuchler 2003).
The problem of multiculturalism in contemporary Indonesia is associated with conflicts within and between religious communities, specifically Muslim and Christian minorities. One example is the formulation
of places of worship. Moreover, religious conflicts take various forms,
ranging from interpersonal tensions, street protests, social movements,
to electoral politics (Hamayotsu 2014).
This article argues that Indonesia should take a decisive step not
only on a political level but also mainly at policy innovation to develop
and strengthen society’s multicultural awareness and attitudes. Because
multiculturalism is not only a theory that predicts certain results, it
cannot be falsified or tested. However, it produces critical hypotheses
in the study of material wealth in Indonesian politics, which can be
falsified through daily social experiences. Religious tensions challenge
Indonesia to strengthen and maintain its fundamental character as a
multicultural nation-state (Pepinsky, Liddle, and Mujani 2011).

https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/politik/vol5/iss2/8
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DISCUSSION

In the Future?
The intersection of religion and politics is clearly one of the main
sources of interreligious conflict in Indonesia. This can be one of the
biggest challenges to paving the country’s path toward a peaceful multicultural space. In fact, it is a scientific fact that religion cannot be
considered as the only cause of tension in Indonesia. It should be stated
that a comprehensive understanding of religious conflict would help
Indonesia manage the future of its democratic, inclusive, equal, and
multicultural landscapes.
Indonesia can manage the experience of religious conflict in its history by promoting an awareness of its pluralistic existence by default and
strengthening its democratic attitude. Interreligious conflict, through
the existence of radicalism, can still endanger Indonesia’s journey as a
multicultural society. At this point, the development of a secular worldview can be identified as a way to reduce or prevent the emergence of
conflicts in the name of religion.
The historic political events at the end of President Suharto’s totalitarian regime have strongly influenced the pattern of social and political relations in Indonesia. On the one hand, the collapse of Suharto’s
authoritarian rule has enabled political participation in the public
sphere; on the other hand, it has also caused social unrest as a result
of the absence of singular control in Suharto’s era, leading to some
crucial events (Eklof 2004).
These political changes have triggered many conflicts. In short, Suharto’s political regime, which collapsed in 1998, has brought Indonesia
to an era of interreligious tension. The legacy of Suharto’s power still
exists and determines Indonesia’s sociopolitical profile. A clear example
of this is the country’s elections in 2019, which strongly propelled Indonesia toward a dangerous polarization among social, political, and
religious factions and groups (Wilson, 2015). This situation could influence the persistence of religious conflict in Indonesia, as it has led to
riots (Barron, Jaffrey, and Varshney 2016).
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In addition, interreligious tensions intersect with two types of conflicts that are still prevalent. First, conflict is related to rapid changes
in local politics and appears in line with wide-ranging local electoral
issues. Religious conflicts at a local context are also related to electoral
battles among many political factions. Second, religious conflict may
also coincide with local tensions relating to the rights movement of local communities over local resources. These conflicts sporadically or
partially intersect with religious tensions.
Besides the political aspect, the emergence of the application of
Shari’a law (Islamic law) is seen as one of the many potential axes of
religious conflict in Indonesia (Ichwan 2007). This not only creates
clashes and conflicts with non-Islamic religious groups but also causes
tensions within Islam itself, such as between mainstream Islam and
their minority Islamic groups, including the Ahmadiyya and the Shiites.
Political condescension in Indonesia occurs, both at the national and
local levels, following the application of religious laws and regulations,
making religion a trigger for conflict (Bowen 2001).
CONCLUSION

Although the discourse on interreligious conflict in Indonesia can be
understood based on the three conceptual positions, Indonesia’s experience regarding this issue continues to provide scientific uniqueness
through its dynamics and contestation with a wide range of critical elements, such as social and political dimensions. Within these conceptual
positions, Indonesia’s experiences demonstrate a potential contribution
to a deeper look into the problem of interreligious conflict from researchers, academics, and scientists.
As previously explained, interreligious tensions in Indonesia have
intersected a variety of motivations, levels, and factors. Religion often
appears not as a single factor and motivation for conflict. Furthermore,
this article presents many factors that influence interreligious conflict
in Indonesia—social, political, economic, and cultural. Currently, religion is affected by external factors regarding conflict in Indonesia in
a contemporary way.
https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/politik/vol5/iss2/8
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Future studies on this issue may consider various problems related
to the locality in Indonesia. This refers to local complaints about economic competition, corruption, marginalization of politics of certain
ethnoreligious groups, and, to a certain extent, supralocal interests.
These can help form a background of religious conflict. Regardless of
political and economic roots and competition among ethnic groups,
people are easily organized and mobilized around their religious affiliations, which then cause massive conflict and violence.
Multiculturalism in Indonesia is under pressure from current religious tensions, and the future of the country as a multicultural society is now at a crossroad. Multiculturalism is considered not only as a
theory or a description of Indonesian society but also as people’s everyday experiences and social relationships. There remains a big question
on the fate of Indonesia’s multicultural society under the possibility of
religious conflict following contentious political competition through
recent elections.
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